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You need to plan your constructions and furnishings when you build a home or renovate the already
existing home. The walls make the structure but home become lively with flooring, wall cladding and
interior decorating.

Planning and budgeting helps the home owners to adhere to their time and money schedule. They
can search the best within the available time and money and install these to make their home a
paradise to live-in.

Flooring is a crucial part of planning. Natural stone, wooden flooring, tiling are some of the ways to
add style and strength to flooring. Natural stone like sandstone is best for exterior flooring and slate,
marble and granite are good as interior flooring options. Slate tiles for floors are used worldwide due
to their aesthetic appeal and sturdiness. Slate flooring tile colors are simply beautiful. Marble
flooring adds to the magnificence of the place and granite is best for those who have power of
money and time to maintain these.

Wooden flooring is done with chemical coated wooden tiles which add to the aura of the place. 
Chemical coating prevents damages caused due to insects and enhances durability. Wooden
flooring is an in-thing in builder-constructed housing options. Master bedrooms are installed with
wooden flooring to distinguish it from other rooms and exude warmth.

Tiles are installed in rooms and kitchens. These days, large square tiles are used with fine borders.
This flooring option looks contemporary. The best part of tiled floors is that these are easy to clean
and easy to maintain. However, wet tiles are slippery and may cause dangerous slips. Secondly a
little amount of dirt always shows on tiles and these are prone to scratches. The best part of tiling is
that these are long-lasting and easy to maintain and can be replaced easily when damaged.

Wall cladding is one of the major expenditures in home furnishing. One can use paints as wall
covering and make some feature walls to install natural stone tiles. Slate flooring tiles are available
as ledge stone, cobbles, in different patterns like Versailles, meshed pattern, mosaics and more.
Wall cladding with natural stone products brings in warmth and elegance to the space, installed.

Roofing is also an integral part of home furnishing. One should chalk out a decent budget for roofing
and exterior wall cladding. Slate roofing tiles in rich colors of blue, black, green and grey slate tiles
with even dimensions are used for roofing. Roofing slate tiles add protection as well as beauty and
demand least maintenance.

Home exteriorsâ€™ furnishing is as important as interior furnishings. Natural stone as sandstone is ideal
flooring and landscaping solution. One can used fabricated tiles for exterior flooring but these may
be slippery during monsoons.

Kitchens and baths need costly, durable and lively furnishing material. Tiles are extensively used in
wall cladding and flooring. However, natural stone tiles should be used in flooring in baths as these
need lesser maintenance and are non-slippery flooring options. Granite slabs are ideal for kitchen
countertops but these are quite heavy on budget. You can plan marble slabs as countertops in case
you donâ€™t prefer extravagance.

Planning and budgeting helps you stay within limits and generate the best ideas for unique home
furnishing.
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